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ART AND LIFE CONNECTIONS

HELENA PEREIRA DA SILVA OHASHI
AND RIOKAI OHASHI:

This translation is offered to our readers as an appendix of the Portuguese text
of the exhibition “Riokai e Helena: entre Brasil e Japão, Paris” (Riokai and Helena:
between Brazil and Japan, Paris) as a compliment from Arte132 Gallery.
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YŌGA AND ITS ARTISTIC CONTEXT IN JAPAN
Western painting, called yōga, the style adopted by Riokai Ohashi1, began to make
its way into the art scene of Japan in a time when the country was going through
the accelerated process of modernization started in the Meiji era (1868–1912). The
history of yōga painting can be divided into three phases. The first comprises the
period during which European painting became the primary model to be followed
when it comes to progress-based concepts, in line with the slogan “opening to
civilization” (bunmei kaika 文明開化) created by the Ministry of Education. The
second is characterized by a return to tradition with the foundation of the Tokyo
Fine Arts School (Tōkyō Bijutsu Gakkō 東京美術学校) in 1887 and the consequent
decline in the yōga practice. In 1949, the institution was renamed Tokyo National
University of Fine Arts and Music (Tōkyō Bijutsu Daigaku 東京美術大学). In the
third phase, style became the focus of teaching at the Tokyo Fine Arts School under the leadership of painter Seiki Kuroda (1866–1924), newly arrived from Paris.
In the first phase, some factors contributed to this Western-style strong appeal:
the Japanese participation in international exhibitions—1867 Paris Exposition
and 1873 Vienna Exposition, the latter in an official version of the Meiji administration—and the foundation of the first school of fine arts called Technical Art
School (Kōbu Bijutsu Gakkō 工部美術学校) in 1876 on the initiative of the Ministry
of Industry. It was a school divided into two departments with a clearly Western
predominance, that is, the strong presence of oil painting and sculpture under
the responsibility of foreign masters: painter Antonio Fontanesi (1818–1882) and
sculptor Vincenzo Ragusa (1841–1927), while painting, geometry, and architecture
classes were taught by Giovanni Vincenzo Cappelletti (1843–1887). The oil painting technique and the insertion of pictorial elements of perspective, modeling, and
light and shadow, in addition to the practice of observational drawings, many of
which made outdoors, were procedures coming from Western countries that fascinated the Japanese artists. It is important to bear in mind that the visual output
at that time was considered more “technical” than poetic, given that it was under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Industry, while music was under the scope of the
Ministry of Education and, therefore, it was considered “artistic”.
Helena spells her husband’s name as “Riokai,”
probably because she understood it to be more
appropriately read in Portuguese. However, according
to the Hepburn method to write Japanese words
using the Roman alphabet, which is the official one
in Japanese Studies, the correct spelling would be
“Ryōkai.” When the bibliography refers to works
published in Japan, though, we will use the “Ryōkai”
spelling. The same procedure was adopted for the
long vowel of the surname: Ohashi in Portuguese,
Ōhashi when following Japanese sources.
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In the second phase, which begins in the 1880s, there is an enthusiasm for nihonga 日本画, “Japanese painting,” a term coined by an American professor hired to
teach political economy and philosophy at the Tokyo Imperial University: Ernest
Francisco Fenollosa (1853–1908). His interest in the realm of the arts aroused
through his introduction to the learning of traditional Japanese painting ranging
from aristocratic-lineage Tosa School, featuring Hirotaka Sumiyoshi (1786–1831),
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to the samurai-lineage Kanō School, featuring Eitoku Tachinobu Kanō (1814–1891)
(FENOLLOSA, 1912, p. 158). In addition to his great dedication to study Japanese
art, Fenollosa converted to Buddhism and was given the name Teishin.
The word nihonga originated from the translation of Japanese paintings, a term
used by Fenollosa in the lecture “The True Theory of Art” (Bijutsu shinsetsu)
delivered in 1882. That presentation was intended to draw the attention of the
Japanese to the danger of losing their visual culture amidst the proliferation of
yōga. He advocated for the preservation, development, and revaluation of the
tradition elements. The art system in Japan did not see the need to generically
name its “traditional art” until it faced new international parameters. Thus, terms
were made up to translate foreign concepts such as “fine arts” (bijutsu 美術, lit.
“beauty” and “technical skills”), which distinguishes from “arts and crafts” (kōgei
工芸, lit. “industry” and “artistic skills”). Previously, art pieces were classified by
their formats (Buddhist statue, screen painting, calligraphy, kakejiku, emaki), or
styles (ukiyo-e: paintings of the floating world) or even their purposes or physical
characteristics (sadōgu: tea ceremony utensils; kottō: antiques; horimono: carved
objects; chōdohin: elaborate household items; okimono: decorative objects displayed in an alcove; saikubutsu: handicrafts) (NAKATSUKA, 2006, p. 6).
On that occasion in 1896, Ernest Fenollosa and Kakuzō Okakura (1862–1913), the
main founders of the Tokyo Fine Arts School, developed a curriculum focused on
traditional Japanese art: nihonga painting, sculpture, and kōgei. Okakura, known
in the West for his publication of The Book of Tea (1906), written in English, compiled the list of National Treasures of Japan together with Fenollosa.
Since then, nihonga has referred to the painting type that employs classical
techniques, with mineral and plant pigments based on water and animal binders,
using fude brushes on silk or handmade paper called washi2. There were two
nihonga styles: the traditional kyūka and the more progressive shinpa, of which
Okakura and Fenollosa were adherents. In this case, artists would no longer
observe the tradition for itself or perform a simple copy. Instead, they would
produce what was appropriate for the new atmosphere of the country “according
to the painter’s own mental concept to translate it into a certain form and, at the
same time, based on traditional art” (SATŌ, 2011, p. 55), thus reinforcing the desire
for constant innovation but underpinned by tradition.
2
Washi designates the Japanese paper processed by
hand with plant fibers, mainly mizumata, ganpi or
kōzo. It is one of the practices listed by Unesco as an
intangible cultural heritage of humanity.

The third phase, now closer to the period lived by Riokai Ohashi, begins with
the return of Seiki Kuroda from Paris, where he had lived for ten years. Kuroda
became a professor at the Tokyo Fine Arts School in 1896 and changed the tra4

ditional Japanese art curriculum previously designed by Okakura and Fenollosa.
This time, the emphasis was on Western art. There were many other artists who
had gone to Paris before Kuroda between 1870 and 1880, such as Hōsui Yamada
(arrived in the city in 1876) and Yoshimatsu Goseda (in 1880), but the spread of
Western art by these artists was minimal for two reasons: first, because they
introduced nothing new as they had studied with professors from the Western
classical academy, like Jean-León Gérôme (1863–1930) and León Bonnat (1833–
1922); second, because what was in vogue at the time they returned in the 1880s
was nihonga (TAKASHINA, 1993, p. 124), as explained earlier.
Kuroda introduced an “impressionist academic” style by using the technique
that suggests light using faint colors and adopted the style of his Paris master, Raphaël Collin (1850–1916), a painter of mural decorations for the Opéra
Comique. He also embraced the aesthetics of ut pictura poesis (as is painting,
so is poetry), that is, painting would not be a representation of what the eye
sees, but should rather express a thought, a concept, a narrative. In this sense,
Kuroda introduced a new gaze at yōga painting and founded the White Horse
Society (Hakubakai) in 1896.
As in nihonga, there were two yōga trends: the New School represented by the
White Horse Society and the Old School, which corresponded to the Pacific Yoga
Painting Society (Taihei Yōgakai) and the Meiji Fine Arts Society (Meiji Bijutsukai).
The former would go to Paris to have classes with Raphaël Collin, such as Seiki
Kuroda and Saburōsuke Okada (the latter eventually became Riokai’s master),
while the latter would learn painting with Jean-Paul Laurens (1838–1921), one
of the last great French academicians. According to Takashina (1987, p. 27) this
dichotomy was nothing more than a reflection of what was happening in the
Parisian art world.
The branching out into nihonga and yōga was not at all opposed: Okakura advocated the “new nihonga,” but was receptive to Kuroda’s “new yōga.” He eventually
used both styles together in the first exhibition of the White Horse Society (Ibid.).
Nevertheless, even among members of the New School, a split within the group
still persisted as witnessed by two types of exhibitions: the first was represented
by official exhibitions hosted by the Ministry of Education that changed its name
several times—it was created with the name Bunten (文展 1907–1934), then
changed to Teiten (帝展 1935–1936), later became Shin-Bunten (新文展 1937–
1940), and finally Nitten (日展) in the post-war period after 1946. The second type
was of exhibitions that arose as a reaction to the official Bunten selection pro5

cess. It addressed the refusal to branch yōga into a more progressive section,
as was the case of nihonga. This lead to the creation of the Nika Association
(二科会 Nika-kai)—which means “second section”—and the Nika Art Exhibition
(二科展 Nika-ten). Although friends like Yūzo Saeki and Sadami Yokote, who
had a painting style like his, had their works displayed at Nika-ten, Riokai only
applied to exhibit at Nitten just like master Okada did, probably in a gesture of
loyalty and respect.
THE CIRCLE OF ARTISTS OF RIOKAI OHASHI
The cultural movements of the decades prior to World War II were very intense
and quite complex, with strands eager for the apprehension of Western materialities and vigorous abatements of or revisiting traditional subject matter and techniques. In the realm of visuality, it is known that more than five hundred artists
went to study, live or work abroad for a few years or on frequent visits, with France and Germany as their main choice and, to a lesser extent, the United States.
New associations, groups, schools, and research centers were founded in large
Japanese cities dedicated to both literature and the visual arts. The ones that
played a role in Riokai Ohashi’s career are detailed here.
The Hongo Research Institute for Western Art (Hongō Yōga Kenkyūjo 本郷洋画研
究所), a school attended by Riokai Ohashi, was founded by its most outstanding
master, Saburōsuke Okada. Hongō was the name of the Tokyo neighborhood that
housed the institute. From the group of artists who lived together in Paris, we can
mention Yūzō Saeki, Sadami Yokote, and Takeo Yamaguchi.
The Kawabata Painting School (Kawabata Gagakkō 川端画学校) was founded in
1909 by nihonga painter Gyokushō Kawabata (1842–1913). Nevertheless, several
yōga artists were also trained there, including Yūzō Saeki and Takanori Ogisu,
thus revealing that the stylistic preference did not make one ineligible in Japanese
artistic practice nor did it restrict membership to certain art centers.
The White Horse Society (Hakubakai 白馬会) was founded in 1896 by Seiki Kuroda, Keiichirō Kume (1866–1934), Saburōsuke Okada, and other artists. During its
time of existence until 1911, thirteen exhibitions were held.
The New Creation Association (Shinseisaku-ha Kyōkai 新制作派協会) was founded in 1936 by Gen’ichirō Inokuma 猪熊弦一郎 (1902–1992), Ryōhei Koiso 小磯良
平 (1903–1988), and seven other young artists. Tsugurō Itō 伊藤継郎 (1907–1994)
was a member of the institution.
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Takeji Fujishima 藤島武二 (1867–1943) was in Saburōsuke Okada’s circle in Tokyo
and, as a result, developed a relation with Riokai Ohashi, too.
In France, particularly in Paris, we can mention Yūzō Saeki, Sadami Yokote, Takeo
Yamaguchi, and Takanori Ogisu.
Back in Japan, the Ohashis’ circle included Narashige Koide, Tsugurō Itō, and above all Ryōhei Koiso in Ashiya.
Next, we will focus on the education background and oeuvre of these painters
who, with their different careers, shared thoughts and friendship.
THE CIRCLE OF RIOKAI OHASHI IN JAPAN IN HIS SCHOOL YEARS
Riokai was born in Hikone in 1895. Tsune, his mother, descended from an old
warrior family and was the granddaughter, on her father’s side, of Kinsai Ōhashi,
the samurai of daimyo Ii of Hikone who had left behind numerous sketchbooks.
International trips made part of Riokai’s life from an early age—when he was eight
years old, his family moved to Taiwan in search of better working conditions (his
father was a Japanese language teacher). Riokai started drawing at the age of four
and, later on, leafing through his grandfather’s sketchbooks, he developed a taste
for it and decided to pursue a career. At 23, he started working as a photographer
for the government, but painting was his biggest interest. So, his father sent him
to Tokyo. The geographical shift was gradual: from the quiet country town of Hikone where he was born to the picturesque, multi-ethnic, and noisy Taipei (Taiwan)
and, later on, to the bustling capital Tokyo, where he met young people with the
same passion for painting. Together, they began to study and reproduce works of
modern European art, such as those by Cézanne, Picasso, and Gauguin (HELENA3,
1947, p. 2). According to his biographer and wife, he was a serious, shy, and talented young man.
Having failed secondary school a few times in Taiwan and also the entrance exam
of the prestigious School of Fine Arts in 1920 at the age of 25, he began to attend
the Hongo Research Institute for Western Art (Hongō Yōga Kenkyūjo 本郷洋画研
究所) founded by Saburōsuke Okada and Takeji Fujishima.
Differently from the rules of the Brazilian
Association of Technical Standards (ABNT), we
chose to refer the Ohashis by their first name for
sound and familiarity reasons even in bibliographic
citations. The spelling used by Helena was
preserved.
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Saburōsuke Okada 岡田三郎助 (1869–1939) was, as it turned out, one of the founders of the White Horse Society in 1896. His main subjects were beautiful female
figures depicted in the bijinga tradition of the Edo period, but he modernized them
and emphasized new models with attention to fashion details.
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Helena, author of her husband’s biography published in 1947 in Kyoto and her
autobiography finished in Campinas in 1965, tells us how she met the master back
in 1930:

In 1930, Riokai’s professor came to visit Paris and stayed at the Hotel des
Reservoirs, in Versailles, former home of the Marquise de Pompadour. A
distinguished man of great fame in Japan, he invited us to spend a day in
Ville d’Avray, a beautiful place whose pond and forest were eternalized by
Corot. (...) Riokai was Professor Okada’s favorite pupil. He was of great help
to me when I arrived in Japan (HELENA, 1969, p. 19).

And in 1933, then married:

(...) the first visits in Japan were for Mr. Okada, a renowned master in Japan,
professor of Riokai, whom I had met in Paris in 1930. (...) Mr. Okada was the
first Japanese painter to study Western art in Paris. He was a pupil of Corin
[Raphaël Collin], a famous painter at the time. Professor Okada developed a
beautiful fine technique and used discreet color schemes (Ibid., p. 23).

In the process of adapting to a new reality, Riokai had his first exhibition in Ginza
during the winter of 1933-1934, which, according to Helena, was much appreciated. Nonetheless, as she would recall later, it was difficult for Riokai to be accepted in a setting more open to modern art, since his works were less speculative.
Helena wrote:

In the official salon, those who created more monsters were accepted and
achieved success; [it was] also a deaf league against those who had gone to
Europe to study, envy or excessive nationalism (Ibid., p. 24).

Thus, a strong bond between the Ohashis and the professor is revealed not only
in Riokai’s youth, but also after his return from France. His master’s death before
World War II marks, in a way, the end of an era in oil painting in Japan.
With regard to modern art in Japan, art historian Nobuo Tsuji (2018) points out
the vanguard that followed fauvism, German expressionism, cubism, futurism,
surrealism, dada in various Japanese movements: Tai Kanbara (1898–1997) and
the Action 1922 group resembled Kandinsky; Tomoyoshi Murayama (1901–1977),
who went to the Weimar Republic (Germany), made collages that combine dada
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art with Russian constructivism; the MAVO collective of 1923 and Harue Koga
(1895–1933) were strongly influenced by Paul Klee; the literary group of Yasunari
Kawabata was formed in connection with the fantasies of the New Sensualist
Group (Shinkankaku-ha); Kōtarō Migishi (1903–1934) was influenced by Klee and
Chirico; Ichirō Fukuzawa was probably the first surrealist painter in Japan (Paris,
1924); Hironobu Yasaki (1914–1944) and Tarō Okamoto (1911–1996) make up solid
surreal works. They all produced “monsters” in Helena’s view.
Takeji Fujishima developed paintings with touches of impressionism and, later on,
of art nouveau. He studied in Paris from 1905 to 1910, was a member of the White
Horse Society, and became an assistant professor at the Tokyo Fine Arts School, a
career vetoed to Riokai owing to his education history.

Fig. 1: Saburōsuke Okada, Portrait of a Lady
(Fujinzō 婦人像), 1907, oil on canvas, 73.3 x 61.5 cm

We reproduce here a painting by Okada (Fig. 1) in which, against a background
of golden leaves, a young Japanese lady plays a small drum in an atmosphere of
deep silence and concentration bearing a close resemblance to the nō theater;
and a painting by Fujishima (Fig. 2) painted during his stay in Rome with free and
expressive brushstrokes depicting a lady with a black fan and an innocent but direct gaze, bathed in a strong bluish light. Both are Important National Treasures.
THE CIRCLE OF RIOKAI OHASHI IN FRANCE
Having failed to enter the Tokyo Fine Arts School, Riokai was vetoed another attempt due to the age limit according to the rules of the Japanese society. Master
Okada of the Hongo Research Institute for Western Art that Riokai had attended
for five years, as a recognition of his talent, encouraged him to go to France by
sponsoring him in association with art critic Tamezō Ōsumi (1881–1961), and renowned poet and sculptor Kōtarō Takamura (1883–1956).
In a letter of recommendation written by Takamura in 1926, the poet and sculptor
praised and showed his admiration for Riokai as follows:

I have not had a chance to examine Ohashi’s oil painting. I have only seen
his pen-and-ink drawings in the Ōfū Group magazines of the Japan Women’s University. His always-original drawings, without falling into an easy
mannerism, have something sweet that foretells a promising future. Ohashi
has a heart full of kindness, moral foundation, strength, and an entrepreneurial feeling. With eyes filled with admiration, I am one of those who
joyfully glimpse Ohashi’s prosperous future (Takamura, as cited in ASHIYA
CITY MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY4 , 1993, p. 89).

Fig. 2: Takeji Fujishima, Black Fan (Kuroōgi 黒扇),
1908–1909, oil on canvas, 63.7 x 42.4 cm

This catalog will be used in many citations;
henceforth the source will be abbreviated to ASHIYA
MUSEUM in the body of the text.
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With such support, Riokai traveled to Paris in 1927 and unexpectedly encountered young Takanori Ogisu, Sadami Yokote, and Takeo Yamaguchi on the same
ship. Both Yokote and Yamaguchi had studied at Master Okada’s school, although
they had not had a chance to meet. The fortuitous gathering allowed Riokai to
socialize with the three young men alongside Paris-resident painter Yuzō Saeki,
who was also a former student and a precursor of new ideas and with whom they
learned many things. Saeki had experienced a frustration in the beginning of his
stay in Paris when he received a critique from renowned French fauvist artist
Maurice Vlamink (1876–1958), who had stated, in a tone of insult and contempt,
that Saeki’s works were too academic. Such observation would have driven him
to adopt a more expressionist aesthetic. We should note that, for young painters,
being labeled as “academic” must have sounded like “foreign,” since Japan had just
inaugurated oil painting and the centralized formal education system as well. The
four of them used to go out to paint in the center of Paris and its surroundings.
Riokai’s landscape works began to show a strong influence from Saeki’s and the
same happened to Yokote and Ogisu, although each one had their particularities.
Saeki would say, “be careful with the routine and the professors; art is free and
expresses itself only through the feeling and work of each painter. Work! Work!
Without imitating anyone” (HELENA, 1947, p. 4). The advice surely must have been
very different from the guidance Riokai had received from his Master Okada, who
advocated for an eclectic style that mixed academic art and impressionism, both
Western styles. Being with Saeki, though, there was certainly no way to insist on
his style. That shift certainly must have run into difficulties, especially for Riokai,
who was the oldest in the group. Saeki himself was three years younger (we must
remember that seniority is an important factor in the Japanese hierarchical organization). However, Saeki’s influence was overwhelming: “(...) sometimes [Saeki]
was crushed by his creative vigor. The works, clearly different from the previous
paintings, began to show his inner turmoil” (KAWASAKI, 1933, p. 8). When the four
traveled with Saeki and his family to Villiers sur Morin in February 1928, Yamaguchi reportedly wrote about Riokai’s output: “because Ohashi is the oldest, he
seems to have had more difficulty to adapt, but then he was more at ease” (as
cited in Ibid., p. 8).
This time they spent together did not last long for it ended with the worsening of
tuberculosis and consequent death of Saeki in 1928. Hence, the four artists went
on to pursue their own paths separately.
In Riokai’s circle of friends in Paris, therefore, Yūzō Saeki 佐伯祐三 (1898–1928)
played an important role. Born in Osaka, when he moved to Tokyo in 1917 he went
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to study with Takeji Fujishima at the Kawabata Painting School and also at the
Hongo Research Institute for Western Art. In 1918, he could join the Tokyo Fine
Arts School. As the paths of art are not exclusive, in 1920 he married Yoneko
Ikeda, who studied nihonga with Gyokudō Kawai (1873–1957). He first lived in
Paris from 1924 to 1926 and returned the following year with his wife and sixyear-old son. He died in a sanatorium in the Parisian suburb in 1928, aged 30,
and the following year his son also died in Paris. A sad story.

Fig. 3: Yūzo Saeki, Café Terrace at Hotel du Maché (Kafe
no terasu hoteru dyu marushe カフェのテラスホテル•
デュ•マルシェ), 1927, oil on canvas, 51.5 x 63.4 cm

The painting Café Terrace (Fig. 3) features fragile chairs and tables painted on the
outside of the establishment with fine brushstrokes and, in the background, Saeki
painted colorful posters, elements that he would often use to enliven the composition of his works.
Sadami Yokote 横手貞美 (1899–1931) was born in Miyazaki Prefecture and grew
up in Nagasaki. He learned painting with a Frenchman named only “Albert,” an
elementary school teacher. In Tokyo, he studied at the Hongo Research Institute
for Western Art. His Paris-landscape paintings are strongly influenced by Yūzō
Saeki in regard not only to artistic expression, but also to the technique of
chromatic juxtapositions and vigorous brushstrokes. After Saeki’s death, he tried
to stay away from such similarities by beginning to paint human figures. However,
he had little time to achieve a style of his own. He also died young at the age of
31. His collection is in the Nagasaki Prefectural Art Museum.

Fig. 4: Sadami Yokote, Grocery Store, on the Way
to Halles (Épicerie, au cours des Halles), 1928, oil on
canvas, 91.9 x 75.3 cm

The work titled Grocery Store, on the Way to Halles (Fig. 4) has a predominance
of green in loose brushstrokes contrasting with the red of the objects exposed in
front of the store in a composition that privileges a slight diagonal.
Takeo Yamaguchi 山口長男 (1902–1983) was born in Seoul and went to Japan at the
age of 19 in 1921. He studied at the Hongo Research Institute for Western Art and
at the Tokyo Fine Arts School. He lived in Paris from 1927 to 1931. In the post-war
period, he co-founded the Japan Abstract Art Club in 1953 and, the following year,
became a professor at the Musashino Art University. He participated in the Sao
Paulo Art Biennial in 1955 and 1963, and the 28th Venice Biennale in 1956. He won
the Award for Fine Arts from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science,
and Technology in 1962. In 1982, he became dean of the Musashino Art School.
Among the four of Saeki’s friends, Yamaguchi was the only one not to be directly influenced by his style and became interested in cubism and abstract art
because of the form scaling down and color abatement on two-dimensional
flat painted surfaces, as we see in the painting titled Pond, 1930. He frequently
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visited Russian sculptor Ossip Zadkine, who lived in Paris. From their exchange of
thoughts, Yamaguchi began to observe the object closely and extract from it the
key features for its representation. In Pond (Fig. 5), the lines in black, red, orange,
green, brown, and blue, mostly rectilinear and hard, contrast with the loose and
shapeless brushstrokes in more faded colors of yellow, green, pink, orange, and
brown on a white canvas on which a significant part of the surface is left intact,
thus turning the background into a form, too.
Fig. 5: Takeo Yamaguchi, Pond (Ike 池), 1936, oil on
canvas, 81 x 116 cm

Fig. 6: Takanori Ogisu, Church of Triel (Torieru no jiin
トリエルの寺院), 1930, oil on canvas, 81 x 100 cm

Takanori Ogisu (also spelled Takanori Oguiss) 荻須高徳 (1901–1986) was born in
Aichi Prefecture. He moved from Nagoya to Tokyo in 1920, studied painting with
Takeji Fujishima at the Kawabata Painting School and at Tokyo Fine Arts School. In
1929, back in Tokyo from Paris, Saeki encouraged him to study in France together
with Yamaguchi, who had been his colleague at the Fine Arts School. He developed a particular interest in Maurice Utrillo. He had to return to Japan during the
war, but he settled permanently in France in 1948.
Church of Triel (Torieru no jiin) (Fig. 6) features an urban subject matter similar to
those of Riokai, Saeki, and Yokote. In dark colors and expressive brushstrokes, it
represents the Church Saint-Martin of Triel-sur-Seine, located in the commune of
the same name 29 km far from Paris, whose construction lasted from the second
half of the thirteenth century until 1580. The church has ferrous tones under a
dark sky and, along with the dry trees, it creates a heavy and melancholic atmosphere. At that time, Ogisu’s works closely resembled those of Saeki. However, he
later developed Parisian landscapes with more sober hues and a quiet and light
atmosphere.
In January 1929, Riokai and Helena met at the Grande Chaumière studio, attended
also by Saeki. Helena had a more classic style of painting while Riokai’s was more
modern as he was very fond of Cézanne, Gauguin, Picasso, Kisling, Lautrec, Utrillo,
and Bonnard. He would always carry a sketchbook with him: “when he was not
painting, he would be drawing beautiful streets in Paris downtown, parks, museums, monuments, old houses (...) quickly and spiritually” (HELENA, 1947, p. 6).
Riokai may have been closer to Yokote because they had lived together in Montmartre from 1929 to 1930. He visited other European countries in 1930 with Master Okada, whom he greatly admired and for whom he had great gratitude. And
the same affection certainly existed on the part of his master, since he had chosen
precisely Riokai to accompany him on his trip among the many students who lived
in Paris. This must have provoked some jealousy. In that same year, Helena and
Riokai became engaged.
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During his stay in France, Riokai would send several works to Tokyo, but they met
with a cool reception and did not achieve the desired success and sales. Some
argue that at that time critics preferred paintings with more expressive features.
For her part, Helena commented “how can they take seriously a painter who did
not graduate from the Fine Arts School!” (HELENA, 1947, p. 8). She remarked how
difficult it was for an artist to be understood and recognized if he did not have a
university degree from the renowned Tokyo institution, like most of his friends
who lived in Paris. This must have placed a burden on Riokai.
Artist Masamitsu Kawabata published in the Katei shūfō magazine, number 1025,
of April 11, 1930, a note on Riokai’s yōga exhibition: “With the buildings, I think
they show a strong influence of late Yūzō Saeki.” Nevertheless, he also points out
a poetic feeling typical of Riokai:

(...) In his paintings, I think that a certain poetic feeling is evoked even
on the incorruptible surface. That has been his inclination for a long
time. Despite the change of style, I think it is a good sign that he has
not lost that feature. In fact, we can say that, by changing his style,
this feature now stands out. (...) Despite being painted at a very strong
pace, there is calmness, serenity (KAWABATA, as cited in MUSEU
ASHIYA, 1993, p. 91–92).

After Saeki’s death, Ohashi tried, more than ever, to find his own way. In addition
to the poetic issue, critic Kawasaki (1993, p. 8) stresses that Saeki’s paintings
manifested “an overflown and heightened sensibility,” while Ohashi’s, although
under his influence, “are bursting with a delicate and tranquil affectivity.” His shy,
serious, generous, and kind character probably manifested itself in another way in
the pictorial images he produced. Also, his relationship with Helena, who greatly
admired him, must have helped to nurture his self-esteem and self-confidence.
During the period when Helena had returned to Brazil alone, in 1932, she planned
an exhibition with Riokai’s works as well (Tanaka, 2019, p. 59). Tomoo Handa
(1906–1996) became acquainted with his works and was enchanted with them—
there is a bond here linking a Japanese artist residing in Paris and a Japanese immigrant in Brazil embodying a significant connection. What would be the source
of Handa’s state of enchantment? We think that such fascination and empathy
can be associated with the fact that he had found a kind of painting that was not
exactly European or Japanese, but which served as an intermediary between both
traditions, instead. In the same way that yōga is Western-style painting but properly Japanese in the usage and fusion of distinct cultural elements, Riokai’s work
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had something with which Handa identified himself: the colors were too serene to
be fauvist in Western style, but they were not traditionally serene hues; there was
a certain grandeur (Handa, as cited in TANAKA, p. 60).
THE CIRCLE OF RIOKAI OHASHI IN ASHIYA

Fig. 7: Riokai, Kobe Wharf (Kōbe no hatoba 神戸の波
止場), ca. 1935, oil on canvas, 27 x 35 cm

Riokai and Helena were married on July 3, 1933; after a brief honeymoon in Marseille and Bordeaux, they sailed to Japan on the Kashima-maru.
On their arrival in Tokyo, Riokai participated in the selection process for the 1934
Bunten exhibition, but was turned down by the jury because the works praised
in Europe were despised in Japan. In 1935, they went to live in Ashiya, an upscale
neighborhood in Hyōgo Prefecture. Helena taught piano lessons, worked as a
stylist at the Matsuzaka-ya department store and Riokai taught painting. He continued to devote himself to his art by painting the port of Kobe (Fig. 7), the castles
of Hikone and Himeji, and surrounding landscapes.
According to art critic Kōichi Kawasaki, Riokai’s output in Japan was “as if he had
indigestion, it was not quite like it was in Paris”. The fact that Riokai “has always
shown recent works together with those from Paris” made it evident that, according to Kawasaki, the period spent in his homeland “must have been a difficult and
painful time for him” (1993, p. 10). Nonetheless, we believe that one of the reasons
for the preference of these works depicting Parisian scenes was also the viewer’s barometer, that is, the audience’s curiosity and passion for the French city,
although we agree that his paintings of this Japanese period lack some liveliness.
It is also worth remembering Saeki’s comment on his return to Japan that the Japanese landscape was not sufficiently attractive like those on the streets of Paris to
inspire and encourage him to paint.
Ryōhei Koiso was one of the artists who would often visit the Ohashi’s house in
Ashiya, mainly at Riokai’s birthday parties. They had been friends since the time
when Riokai moved from Taipei (Taiwan) to Tokyo and they had even lived together. Other renowned artists from the same period in Ashiya City are Narashige
Koide and Tsugurō Ito, with whom Riokai and Helena must have had contact.
Ryōhei Koiso 小磯良平 (1903–1988) was born in Kobe. He graduated from the
Tokyo Fine Arts School upon completing the yōga department program and was
a classmate of Ogisu and Gen’ichirō Inokuma (1902–1992). In 1928, he traveled to
France and was impressed by the paintings of Paolo Veronese (1528–1588) at the
Louvre Museum. As a result, he started using human figures as his main subject
matter and stuck to that throughout his life. In 1933, he became a Christian; in
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1938, he went to China on government service with Tsuguharu Foujita (1866–
1968) and later worked on war paintings and military scenes of the Japanese in
Singapore and Malaysia. After the war, he worked as a professor at the Tokyo
University of Fine Arts, where he had studied. Subsequently, he was awarded the
title of professor emeritus. When he was old, he regretted having painted war
paintings meant to lift the war spirit of the Japanese.
In Helena’s autobiography, his name appears as a guest artist for Riokai’s birthday
parties together with the following comments about him:

He was wealthy, had a magnificent studio on a mountain in Kobe with
large, well-kept gardens. He had been Riokai’s colleague and had been in
Paris and was always working despite his studio being constantly visited
by friends; he liked Degas and Manet and tried to reach the level of these
masters with a beautiful drawing and sober color schemes. Koisso5 was
very appreciated in Japan. His studio was a great center for painters,
writers, and poets; physically, he looked like Riokai, he was kind and sweet.
He always had two beautiful models at his disposal; he would invariably go
out escorted by many friends; it amused me to say that he was the general
with his staff (HELENA, 1969, p. 27-28).

Fig. 8: Ryōhei Koiso, Portrait of Miss T (T-jō no zō T嬢
の像), 1926, oil on canvas, 116.8 x 91 cm, collection of
the Hyogo Prefectural Museum of Art

Even after Riokai’s death and in the post-war period, Helena continued to have
contact with Koiso. She wrote that he had lost everything with the maddening fires
of Kobe. As a tribute to his oeuvre, today there is the Kobe City Koiso Memorial
Museum of Art (Kōbe Shiritsu Koiso Kinen Bijutsukan 神戸市立小磯記念美術館).
Koiso painted many dancers much to the taste of Edgar Degas. They represent the
Western Japanese painting with sober colors, poses, and restrained details, and,
on the other hand, young and exquisite women in kimono, a subject matter that
was also common among his contemporaries. In Fig. 8, Koiso presents light colors
with a soft light cast on the figure’s face coming from the right side of the painting
in a Western-style setting with sofas, curtains, hence revealing the modernism of
Japanese homes in the 1920s. In portraying the seated figure, Koiso tried to capture a certain psychological élan of a delicate young woman of high social class
very concentrated on the face, with a glance cast to some distant place.

Helena spells Koisso (with two “s”) probably to
adapt it to the sound of the Portuguese language.
Here, remember, we adopted the Hepburn method
for the transcription of Japanese words, including
names and toponyms, except for Riokai Ohashi as
explained before.

5

Narashige Koide 小出楢重 (1887–1931) studied nihonga and, in 1907, took exams
to enter the yōga department at the Tokyo Fine Arts School. He failed, but was accepted at the nihonga department. Although he had studied with famous nihonga
artist Kanzan Shimomura, Koide preferred oil painting after graduating in 1914.
He received the Nika Prize for his Young Girl Omme in 1920. He was in France
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from 1921 to 1922 and set up his studio in Osaka in 1924. In his later years, he was
known for his female nudes, especially of beautiful Japanese women, which often
were not to his colleagues liking. He was one of the artists who sought to create
particularly Japanese works and, therefore, avoided Western conventions.

Fig. 9: Narashige Koide, N-Family (N no kazoku Nの
家族), 1919, oil on canvas, 50 x 43.1 cm, collection of
the Ohara Museum of Art

We present N-Family (N no kazoku), by Koide (Fig. 9), 1919, which won the Chōgyū
Prize and is now acknowledged as an Important Cultural Property of Japan by the
Agency for Cultural Affairs. The prize made Narashige known in the Japanese art
scene. In a dark Western environment composed of a mirror, a curtain, a self-portrait on the wall, an album by Holbein, and a foreground similar to a Cézanne still
life, the three figures fill almost the entire canvas with their faces illuminated by a
light perhaps of a candle or lamp (probably the Koide family). He mostly painted
still lifes in the last ten years of his life, and also the less executed nude ones.
Tsugurō Itō 伊藤継郎 (1907–1994) was born in Osaka. He studied at the Tensai
Painting Academy (Tensai Gajuku 天彩画塾), led by Sangorō Matsubara, then at
the Akamatsu Yōga Painting Academy (Akamatsu Yōga Gajuku 赤松洋画画塾) of
Rinsaku Akamatsu, and later attended the Shinanobashi Yōga Research Center
(Shinanobashi Yōga Kenkyūjo 信濃橋洋画研究所), all in the City of Osaka. In 1930,
he joined the Nika-kai and, in 1941, left it to join the New Creation Association
(Shinseisaku Kyōkai 新制作協会) upon receiving invitations from Ryōhei Koiso
(1903–1988) and Gen’ichirō Inokuma (1902–1992). After 1967, he traveled to Europe several times. He taught at the Osaka College of Arts, Kyoto College of Arts,
and Otemae College. In 1948, he co-founded the Ashiya City Art Association and,
in 1972, he was president of that institution.
Some of the painters were sent to battle fronts to produce visual propaganda
and depictions are currently the object of exhibitions and studies. Among them
is noted Léonard Tsuguharu Foujita (1886–1968), also known in Brazil, where he
had been between 1931 and 1932. His father was an Army doctor in Taiwan (Formosa) and in Korea and rose to the highest rank; other relatives of his also held
important military positions. In 1938, Foujita, aged 52, served in eastern China as
commissioned by the Navy Ministry; in 1945, he was found guilty by the postwar
tribunal for his participation in the war as a painter; he left Japan in 1955; became
a Christian, gave up his Japanese citizenship, and became a French citizen. He
died in Zurich in 1968. Sad consequences of the wartime.
Ryōhei Koiso, who had previously served in Shanghai in 1933 with the Army Press
Department, was deployed to the Chinese front in 1940. In March 1942, he served
in Indonesia with Foujita. He later disowned his war works and continued with a
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prolific academic and pictorial output. He eventually received the Order of Culture
medal in 1983.
This is how Japanese art historian Nobuo Tsuji analyzes this period in painting:

From 1933 to 1944, the Army organized traveling exhibitions consisting
entirely of war paintings. American authorities confiscated those works
after the war, but returned them to Japan in 1970 on an indefinite loan.
(...) Although most are mediocre, some done by yōga painters, including
Foujita, Ken’ichi Nakamura (1895–1967), Ryōhei Koiso (1903–1988), and
Saburō Miyamoto (1905–1974) may be included among the best of their
kind if the issue of war participation and responsibility can be left aside
(TSUJI, 2008, p. 444, our emphasis).

The descriptive intent ensures a strongly realistic character to all the paintings
executed by those who served in the war in Okinawa, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong,
Sakalina (southern region), Manchuria (Kingdom of Manchuria with territories
extending as far as the interior of Mongolia), Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Dutch East Indies, Indonesia, Burma (now Myanmar),
Singapore, East Timor, New Guinea, Guam, South Sea Islands, Nauru, Wake, Kiribati, and Pacific Islands.
THE CIRCLE OF ARTISTS OF HELENA PEREIRA DA SILVA OHASHI
Daughter of famous painter Oscar Pereira da Silva (1867–1939)—who graduated
from the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts (Academia Imperial de Belas Artes), in
Rio de Janeiro, and was the last to benefit from the fellowship program that sent
artists to France thanks to Dom Pedro II, and Madame Julie, a French woman
who died very early when giving birth to her third daughter—, Helena received
an artistic training from an early age as she would sit as a model for her father
in paintings of historical or domestic nature. Her circle of artists, therefore, was
determined by that of her father and they were academic painters Eliseu Visconti,
Rodolpho Bernardelli, and Belmiro de Almeida. Oscar’s painting, in addition to
small, more domestic examples, is eloquent, grandiose, detailed, historical, and
muralist, and adorns museums, theaters, and political establishments. Although
Helena and her mother spent only nine years together, her mother would leave
her mark on Helena’s linguistic background, her taste for elegant clothing and
décor that would be very useful to her in the future in Japan, a country eager for
foreign things. Additionally, her mother gave Helena a nation.
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Helena basically received her formal artistic education in Paris at the Académie
Julian. Operating with live cache-sexe model, it was founded by Rodolphe Julian
(1839–1907) and required an intermediate level of the French language. It is
important to note the presence of women in French courses and academies,
which played a fundamental role in the professionalization of many women in
their countries of origin. Among the countless artists associated with Julian are
Jean Dubuffet, Marcel Duchamp, Jacques Villon, Édouard Vuilard, Henri Matisse,
all with styles and works very different from each other. Several Brazilian artists
also attended it: Benedito Calixto, Eliseu Visconti, Georgina de Albuquerque, Ismael Nery, Rodolfo Amoedo, Tarsila do Amaral, Vicente do Rego Monteiro, whose
works only confirm the stylistic variety resulting from the experience in the socalled metropolis of the world at the time.
In 1911, Helena wrote this about her experience at the age of sixteen:

I started the live model for the first time at the Académie Julian at the
Passages des Panoramas; when I saw the model naked, I was very intimidated. I was shy in the middle of the students, who laughed and talked
bouncily among themselves; during rest, at home, I continued to paint a
still life under the direction of my father (HELENA, 1969, p. 10).

Interestingly, in a historical survey on Brazilian artists at the Académie Julian
carried out by Ana Paula Simioni (2019), Helena’s name does not appear among
the women.
In 1911, Helena returned to Paris for another period of five years of studies with
a fellowship awarded by the Sao Paulo Institution of Art Fellowships (Pensionato Artístico Paulista) as a result of the efforts made by Freitas Valle, a Brazilian
politician. At the time, her father had advised her to pursue her studies at Julian
or Colarossi, make large copies at the Louvre and Luxembourg Museums, obtain
attendance and development certificates, refrain from going out at night, and
mail her studies to him. Helena went to live in the room of “a building overlooking
Rue Pierre Curie, near the Pantheon, B. St. Michel, and the Luxembourg Garden”
(HELENA, 1969, p. 11).
Helena enrolled in the Académie Colarossi, which was of mixed attendance
as well. Founded in 1815, it was acquired by Italian sculptor Filippo Colarossi
(1841–1906); it was located on the Île de la Cité and later on Rue de la GrandeChaumière, in Montparnasse, near the Académie de la Grande Chaumière, where
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Helena met Riokai. The famous alumni of Colarossi include Jules Pascin, Alfonse Mucha, Paul Gauguin, Amedeo Modigliani, Paula Modersohn-Becker, and Camille Claudel.
Helena was admitted to the prestigious École des Beaux-Arts and took classes with
a professor named Hebert (details not found) for a few months. World War I interrupted her stay in Europe, her name disappeared from the records of the École.
Back in Sao Paulo in 1914, she found her father with a new extended family. Helena wrote in her autobiography:

(...) my father would stay out all day and, when he arrived, he was always
in a bad mood; I was there alone, all day in the half-light of the dark and
sad house. It was time enough to think about my life in Paris. The independence I had already gained was now something else, not a penny, no
relatives, no friends. I was bewildered by the ideas and taste for art, and
my father did nothing at all to guide me in what I could do. I felt disgust at
photographed portraits, which he proposed to me. He did not like the freer way as I had learned in Paris; he said that it was only good for ruining
canvases and paints, that I needed to make a better finish, and scumble,
be more patient (Ibid., p. 12–13).

Helena gave up painting and turned to music studies at the conservatory along
with her beautiful sister Margarida. Helena took all the seven years of piano
lessons (she was admitted straight into the fifth year) and two of harmony in an
intensive scheme, but ended up not graduating. The sisters received courting
visits from smart and learned young men in soirees and attended concerts and
exhibitions. When Helena turned twenty-five years old in 1920, Oscar sent his
two daughters to Paris (Helena wrote down, “I believe he arranged this means to
get rid of the new life we were leading,” p. 14), and the youngest, previously left in
France at the time of her mother’s death, was put under Helena’s tutelage, too.
The time of painting practice was back, albeit with less financial resources, this
time provided by her father. There were opportunities to attend operas and
concerts at high cost, but with firm commitment of the three girls who saved on
clothing and housing care.
The Académie de la Grande Chaumière, called Académie Charpentier since 1957,
is an art school located at number 14 of the street of the same name, founded
in 1902 by Swiss Martha Stettler (1870–1946), and of great reputation in the
early twentieth century. It offered complete courses, but also a unique service of
croqui à cinq minutes that opened up the possibility of drawing live models by
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paying one admission ticket per session. According to Ana Paula Simioni (Ibid.),
in addition to the École de Beaux-Arts (EBA), there were a few private academies
and free studios in Paris willing to receive artists from all over the world at that
time. The Académie de Chaumière is in the same place to this day employing the
same practice scheme (currently closed due to the new coronavirus pandemic,
but it offers online nude sessions for fifteen euros each). Noted regulars included
Fernand Léger, Amedeo Modigliani, Giacometti, Maria Helena Vieira da Silva, Louise Bourgeois, Tsuguharu Foujita, Antônio Bandeira, Yoshiya Takaoka, Jorge Mori,
Vicente do Rego Monteiro, Wesley Duke Lee, Bruno Giorgi.
In 1925, on a visit to Brazil, Helena’s father organized an exhibition in the Great Hall
of the Club Comercial on Sao Bento Street displaying works she had brought from
France, such as The Armenian (O armênio), which received first-degree mention in
1926 at the 23rd General Exhibition of Fine Arts, Rio de Janeiro, and was “published
in color on the cover of Ariel magazine in April 1926” (Helena, 1969, p. 17).
With a palette that “had put aside the dark painting tied to a formula to display a
freer view expressed in fresh and light colors and a more confident technique” (p.
17), Helena wrote these impressions:

(...) Picasso—the powerful founder of an art, the ugliest and most unpleasant that has ever been seen. (...) Towards the end of the century and the
beginning of this one, there were renovators, but they were great artists of
genius such as Courbet, Manet, Renoir, Lautrec, Cézanne, and many others
who founded an art full of sap and freed painting from an anemic classicism
that sacrificed everything by reducing technique to conventional art, without letting emotions to be freely expressed. Unfortunately, this beneficial
movement would become the grossest anarchy to the point that anyone
was within reach of being a great painter, misunderstood by ignorant
people (HELENA, 1969, p. 17).

From the Parisian point of view and without any contact with Sao Paulo art, Helena made judgments like “modern art dominated with a strong cabotinage in Sao
Paulo. The famous Modern Art Week arrived with a delay of thirty years” (Ibid.,
p. 20). At the same time, her favorite painters in Europe were Paul-Émile Chabas
(1869–1937), French painter and illustrator, one of the last great academicians
of the so-called fin de siècle; the unknown Grum Montezim (?-?); Edgar Maxence
(1871–1954), symbolist painter and disciple of Gustave Moureau, who was very
active at the Salon des Artistes Français, where his works with medieval and
mythical subjects were exhibited from 1894 to 1939.
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While living in Paris, Helena occasionally sent works to Brazil. For her participation in
the Salon de Femmes Peintres et Sculpteurs, she received a mention from the press:

This young and charming Brazilian woman is successfully dedicated to
portraiture and still life. Faithful to the Salon of women painters where
she has already had good success, Miss Pereira da Silva sent us some
works of great distinction; a seductive Pierrot, a fireplace corner, some
original accessories that reflect on ice in an extremely brilliant study and
of rare technical perfection (La Revue Moderne, March 27, as cited in
HELENA, 1969, p. 18).

Having finished her schooling period, continuous practice and passionate dedication
to painting found a partner in the figure of Riokai, a mentor and source of inspiration. When in Paris, the Ohashis would go to exhibitions of Lautrec, Cézanne, Utrillo,
Pissarro, G. Valladon, go out to paint on the alleys of Paris, around local deserted
places in the outskirts. “(...) Riokai would always speak of Bonnard, Gauguin, Van
Gogh: I understood little about modern art, which, at that time, was spreading more
and more” (p. 18), Helena admitted.
Helena lived in Paris in the same small, dark apartment with her sisters on her
father’s meager allowance. In 1927, her sister Margarida married Rêgo Rangel, a
senior official of the Brazilian Embassy, and they moved to Marseille. Helena met
Riokai at the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in January of the following year.
From then on, both in France and Japan, Riokai’s circle of friends was her circle as
well. Some point out Helena’s supporting role in relation to Riokai’s (in fact, many
retrospective exhibitions in Japan feature fewer works by Helena, but perhaps
because they do not have many of her pieces). However, as a Japanese critic rightly
highlighted, she would have sacrificed herself so that her husband could devote
himself entirely to art. She worked and spread the word about Western design and
fashion (an innovative attitude at the time) in one of the newest modern ventures,
the Matsuzaka-ya department store. She also taught piano to young women of
good families eager to emulate the European culture. She painted whenever she
could, always with immense joy. Thus, her husband was free to paint first and foremost (although he also taught painting in their joint studio).
It should be pointed out that, because of the announcement of Brazil’s moratorium
in 1930, financial remittances ceased and Helena was forced to return. After (badly)
facing her father’s fourth wife, Helena went to a boarding house and tried to live
on painting in Sao Paulo, by herself, until she finally decided to take the plunge and,
this time, without her father’s financial protection. She returned to Paris to stay
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with Riokai, who was also in an unstable financial situation. Helena would no longer
see her father as Riokai and she decided to settle down in Japan after they married
in July 1933 at the age of 38.

Fig. 10. Helena, Portrait of Riokai, 1934, oil on canvas,
70 x 57 cm

A painting by Helena shows her husband with very youthful features in a studio
scene, the palette set with hues that echo the painting on the easel, two Western
brushes, an overturned palette. Riokai is sitting in a Western chair with a table to
our right with a matelassé tablecloth in earthy tones where two bottles rest. In the
background, there is a large green canvas in dialog with the paint on the palette that
lends itself to highlighting his figure. But the painting on the easel is already framed,
thus making us suppose that Riokai is posing for his wife in an idyllic scene: as
newcomers to Japan, the landscape clearly references France, most likely Marseille,
where they spent their brief honeymoon. That is also where Helena had gone many
times to visit her sister and paint, especially in Martigues island, the “Provençale
Venice,” because of the small buildings, the reflections of the waters, the intense
blue sky. At first glance, it looks like one of the many views of Paris that Riokai painted so much, but the possibility that Helena painted this work is not ruled out either.
This is what we can read in her autobiography:
I went to visit my sister [Margarida] in Marseille several times. (...) I found
the old fishermen’s port ahead picturesque, I did several studies [of it]. I
went to Martigues, a charming island built in the 18th century reminiscent of
Venice, today, a city of fishermen and painters; I spent a month working in
its streets, in the narrow old streets, their old and colorful houses, from one
side to the other ropes with clothes hanging to dry as if they were flags (...).
On arriving in Paris, I went again to Grande-Chaumière; the winter was
hard that year and the place there was very warm and there were beautiful models. A Japanese young man with a large canvas sat next to me. He
was smiling and could not speak French (Helena, 1969, p. 18).

The painting, kept by Helena until the end of her life and which is part of this Exhibition, expresses a deep reverence for painting (hers and Riokai’s), for her painter
husband, for wonderful places that witnessed so much shared activity. It was
precisely on her return from Martigues that she met Riokai in what turned out to
be a very loquacious association.
HELENA AND RIOKAI IN BRAZIL
In 1933, when Gurgel do Amaral was ambassador in Tokyo, the xenophobic movement about the “yellow danger,” headed by doctor and congressman Miguel Couto
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(1865–1934), who advocated for the end of Japanese immigration to Brazil, was
very active and greatly influenced by the United States. In addition, Japanese military achievements disturbed the relations with the Western powers, and Japan
set out to defend an independent pan-Asian movement. Unaware of the world
political movements, the Ohashis adapted to the circumstances first in Tokyo,
then in Osaka, Kobe, and lastly Ashiya.
In order to alleviate the somewhat troubled relations between Brazil and Japan,
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Brazilian Embassy in Tokyo tried an approach through culture, thus picking the Ohashis for this purpose.

Fig. 11: Postcard from Helena and Riokai to Candido
Portinari dated April 15, 1941, collection of the
Portinari Project, Rio de Janeiro

Fig. 12: Riokai, Beach Landscape (Hamabe no fūkei 浜
辺の風景), 1941, oil on canvas, 60.5 x 72.7 cm
The sun, in all its glory of light and color, sets behind
the Sugarloaf mountains. Riokai Ohashi also employed
the brightest colors of his palette to capture this
unprecedented and runaway moment. Its magnificent
harmony is achieved with warm pink tones.
(HELENA, 1947, p. 15)

Riokai and Helena traveled to Brazil in 1940 in grand style on an artistic-political
propaganda mission—he was the “Ambassador of the Arts”—with the right to meet
the imperial princes and participate in a sumptuous farewell banquet. In first class
(Helena kept menus and souvenir objects from the trip), the Ohashis socialized and
painted on board or in brief stops ashore. Upon arrival, Riokai held an exhibition
in the hall of the Palace Hotel in Rio de Janeiro with an opening on November 10
(the Ashiya Museum Catalog shows November 11 and 18 as the exhibition date). He
received compliments from and won the admiration of many personalities of the
time, including the ambassador of Japan; Getúlio and Darcy Vargas; the director
of the National Museum of Fine Arts, Osvaldo Teixeira, who bought for the institution Riokai’s The Old Port of Akashi (Velho porto de Akashi) and Helena’s Peonies
(Pivoines). There also seems to have been an exhibition of art objects and kimonos
entrusted by the Japanese government (SUZUKI, 1970, p. 90). It was an enormous
success: his exhibition made the front page of newspapers in Rio de Janeiro. The
Himeji Castle (Castelo de Himeji) painting was purchased for the Embassy. Helena’s
works were also very successful, especially the canvases she had showcased in
Paris and the cherry trees from Japan (HELENA, 1969, p. 34). On December 15, they
traveled to Sao Paulo. On 22, the opening of the exhibition took place at the Itá
Building (which is said to have run from December 4 to 19 according to the Ashiya
Museum Catalog) and Consul Naruse bought the painting titled Boutique de blanchisseuses. It was in Brazil that Riokai earned great recognition, something that he
had not achieved so enthusiastically in his own country.
In addition to visiting museums in Rio de Janeiro, they had contact with Portinari,
who they had met in Paris; there is a postcard (Fig. 11) that captures at least two
encounters of the Ohashis and the Portinaris.
In Rio de Janeiro, among several works executed on site, there is one of Copacabana beach in the end of a day (Fig. 12) with comments of his wife.
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During their stay in Sao Paulo, members of the Seibi group received them in the
boarding house kept by Japanese immigrant artist Hajime Higaki (1908–1998), who
had classes with Takeji Fujishima in the 1920s. Fujishima was one of the founders of
the Hongo Research Institute for Western Art, as we mentioned earlier.
They traveled almost a month in the interior of the state in the company of
Japanese Brazilian artist Yuji Tamaki (1916–1979), who served as their interpreter.
They were well received in every town—Lins, Marília, Ribeirão Preto—on a tour of
the immigrants’ properties.

Fig. 13: Yoshirō Nagayo, The Bronze Christ (A imagem
de Bronze), 1941, Editora Pongetti, 177 p.
The cover designed by Riokai, as can be seen, is
connected to the subject of beautiful figures from
the Edo period. The protagonist holds in her hands
a necklace with a Christian image (the bronze
Christ) to be publicly denied. The modeling of the
figure and the faded and atmospheric background
exposes, however, the painter’s yōga manner. The
habit of public denial produced fumi-e (“image to be
trodden”), objects of political use in the persecution
of Christians, which is a subject linked to Nagasaki
and other cities in Kyūshū much appreciated in the
West even today.

Incidentally, Riokai was invited by journalist Alexandre Konder to design the cover
and frontispiece of The Bronze Christ (A imagem de bronze), translated indirectly
into Portuguese by Zenaide Andrea, with a preface written by Claudio de Souza
and illustrations by [Tsusei] Michisei Kōno (1895–1950). It is a novel focused on
the character called Kimiko and her fellows, hidden Christians persecuted during
the early years of the Tokugawa shogunate. The author, Yoshirō Nagayo 長与善郎
(not Yoshio, as printed on the book cover) (1888–1961), affiliated with the Shirakaba school and graduated from the Imperial University of Tokyo, was a novelist,
playwright, and influential literary critic. The 1956 film based on the novel titled
The Bronze Christ (Seidō no Kirisuto) was selected for the Cannes Film Festival.
Also connected with yōga painting, illustrator and printmaker Kōno produced
many works with Christian subject matter. Some were somewhat nonsensical,
though (a naked Virgin, for example).
In June, they went to Buenos Aires, where they also had an exhibition at Galeria Muller on the 29 and that won great success. The local Japanese community
offered the Boutique de Cycles painting to the Museum of Fine Arts in Buenos
Aires. Riokai and Helena also worked on paintings of the city while being there.
HELENA IN JAPAN IN WARTIME AND BEYOND
In mid–1942, there was a diplomat exchange ship and Consul A. de
Magalhães, who was under home arrest in Suma, included my name in the
passenger list and predicted what was going to happen. But I did not have
the heart to leave Riokai behind... I turned down this unique opportunity
out of love and faithfulness to my husband... The whole country was
expecting Victory—I never thought Japan would win; after four years of
war with China, starting a new war with America was a diabolical madness
inspired by Hitler; he was the one who caused Japan’s disgrace, the
country’s infernal shadow (HELENA, 1969, p. 38).
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Upon the declaration of World War II, Helena and Riokai returned to Japan and,
in that same year, displayed their paintings produced in Brazil and Argentina in
exhibitions held at the Galleries in Daimaru department stores in Kobe (January),
Matsuzaka-ya in Osaka (March), and Mitsukoshi in Tokyo (July). Even today, exhibitions of aesthetic and historical importance are organized in these galleries. In
early 1943, Riokai fell ill and died of a malignant brain tumor in December.
Shortly thereafter, in 1944 the Riokai Ohashi Posthumous Exhibition took place at the
Hankyu department store in Osaka (June) and the Takashima-ya department store in
Nihonbashi, Tokyo (September), and artist and friend Ryōhei Koiso commented:

(...) I was Riokai’s friend for a long time. I met him twenty years ago, and
he always showed his unalterable generosity. His work as a professional
artist may not have seemed so exuberant, but very few people loved and
valued painting as he did. I find it very beautiful that he did not change
this attitude until the end. (...) Painting expresses the artist’s personality.
After a long time studying in Paris and his return to Japan, I feel that he
did his best works during his trip to Brazil (KOISO, as cited in ASHIYA
MUSEUM, 1993, p. 98-99).

Fig. 14: Helena, Riokai Ohashi, Paris et Japon: sa vie et
son oeuvre, 1947

Unaware of the effort to produce images for political propaganda during the war
and distant from the nihonga aesthetics, which officially won representation in
the colonized countries, Riokai can be understood as a painter adrift in Japan’s
art world. The same happened—and would happen—to Helena in Brazil.
Helena devoted herself tirelessly to the preservation of her husband’s heritage
and oeuvre: “My heart said that only I could save his oeuvre and his life from
oblivion by publishing his works” (1969, p. 42). Professor and researcher of
French literature Masakiyo Miyamoto (1898–1982) translated into Japanese the
biography Helena wrote in French, and she had a lavishly illustrated edition of
it published at her own expense by Nippon Insatsu in Kyoto in 1947 (Fig. 14). A
French copy of this book can be found at the Museum of Japanese Immigration
with Helena’s dedication to her sister Margarida and brother-in-law Luiz; another
one, in Japanese, is at the Cornell University Library (USA).
Therefore, Riokai is spared from witnessing the complete collapse of his country.
Helena (1969, p. 41) pointed out that “from 1945 on, the Americans bombed the
open cities more and more often, first Nagasaki, Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Kobe,
Osaka, and then Hiroshima.” Despite food shortage and fire caused by bombs, Helena “just wanted to safeguard Riokai’s paintings,” and she recalls August 5, 1945,
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when Ashiya “was almost totally razed to the ground. I had spent the night with a
few friends near the beach and saw up close the flames that rose on all sides, the
crackling fire that made everything disappear” (Ibid.). Her description is eloquent:

The American occupation troops came in after months. I had gone to Suma
and, on my way back through Kobe, the station gates were hastily closed
and the American battalions started pouring in. The bravest ones marched
at the front, bearded and stocky, wielding their rifles and dragging cannons
and war equipment. They feared reprisals from the people, but nothing
happened. Everyone ran away and was afraid of them (Ibid.).

With few foreign acquaintances in Japan (Helena had two military piano students,
good payers who mastered the French language), no market for her paintings, no
prospects for her in a country without Riokai, without a satisfactory command
of the Japanese language, on March 19, 1949 Helena finally boarded the Dutch
freighter Straat-Malakka, which took her to Brazil in three months and one week
at sea (Ibid., p. 43) carrying in her trunks more than eighty of her husband’s paintings and many of hers as well. At this point, she ceased to be known as “Madame
Helena,” the elegant and sophisticated French foreigner with no place in a devastated society filled with American, English, and Russian soldiers.
HELENA BACK IN BRAZIL
It might be an exaggeration to say that Helena’s life was miserable after returning
to Brazil in 1949 as we can read in a few sources. However, the respect for her
position as a piano teacher and a specialist in fine French things and, moreover,
the rich pictorial activity she enjoyed were certainly lost; the Ashiya circle had
evaporated as well with its artistic and literary-musical liveliness amidst dinners
and receptions hosted by wealthy friends, ambassadors and consuls, foreign
gentlemen, and many privileged people. Helena wrote about her search for a
livelihood in painting and described how congressman Yukishigue Tamura helped
her display paintings at the entrance hall of the Municipal Theater of Sao Paulo,
where she met young Jorge Mori (“A great future in art, this friend, full of talent
and enthusiasm for painting,” p. 50), and how she eventually came to the conclusion that it was impossible for her to live on art. After wandering between Rio de
Janeiro and Sao Paulo in search of a position in life, she taught piano and painting
lessons in Mogi Mirim, a town that she had chosen to settle down in 1951. After
moving to Campinas in 1953, she gradually took up her art again.
As a painter, the pathway known to Helena was to participate in salons, since she
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had no contact in the artistic milieu despite the existing art groups, like the ones
started in the 1930s. They included the Society for Modern Art (Sociedade PróArte Moderna, SPAM), the Modern Artists’ Club (Clube dos Artistas Modernos,
CAM), Santa Helena and Seibi groups, and the Sao Paulo Artistic Family (Família
Artística Paulista). But then Helena was in France, and later in Japan, taking part
in Salons of French Artists (Salons des Artistes Français) and showing her work in
modern art galleries in sophisticated department stores, in solo exhibitions or she
was with Riokai in Japan, Taiwan, and Argentina.
The Sao Paulo Fine Arts Salon (Salão Paulista de Belas Artes), in which Helena
longed to participate, had already made history. Founded in 1933, it had given
awards to several Japanese Brazilian artists, such as Kiyoji Tomioka in 1939;
Shigeo Nishimura and Yoshiya Takaoka in 1946; Takashi Suzuki in 1947; Takaoka
again in 1948, with the important “State Governor” Acquisition Prize; Hajime Higaki, Jorge Mori, Massao Okinaka, Shigeo Nishimura once again, Kenjirō Masuda,
Takeshi Suzuki, and again Yoshiya Takaoka in 1949, the year when Helena returned. Until 1954, other Japanese Brazilian artists also received an award.
The Sao Paulo Salon of Modern Art (Salão Paulista de Arte Moderna), which ran
from 1951 to 1959, also awarded a great number of Japanese Brazilian artists,
including Flávio Shiró, Shigeto Tanaka, Massao Okinaka, Tomie Ohtake, Tikashi
Fukushima, Manabu Mabe, Tadakiyo Sakai (State Government awards, many gold,
silver and bronze medals, large and small).
Then Helena, aged 59, felt the terrible shock of being turned down for the 19th
Sao Paulo Salon in 1954, when she was living in Campinas, a provincial town at
the time that she barely knew:
But I had the disappointment of having everything turned down after being
accepted in Paris to the Salon des Artistes Français for five consecutive
years, to the Salon des Tuileries, and to the best Salons in Japan (Helena,
1969, p. 52).

In the year when abstractionism was compelling the admiration of the juries,
Tikashi Fukushima (1920–2001) won the Acquisition Prize. Helena’s ignored
painting remained true to itself: flowers, close-up views, still-lifes, now with some
mythological scenes, in an “impressionistic type of academic making,” it was said.
Four years later, in 1958, Helena sent two paintings to the Seibi Salon: one of
them was acquired and received a prize, which made her very happy, although
she was unable to attend the opening due to illness.
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Saved from ostracism by Japanese descendants who wanted to know more about
her, attracted by her life story, by her work and her husband’s, by her persistence
and faithfulness to painting, in 1965 Helena had an exhibition organized by the
members of the Seibi group and held at the Brazil–Japan Cultural Center thanks
to nō theater researcher Eico Suzuki (1936–2012), who took the idea to her father,
the influential architect and painter Takeshi Suzuki (1908–1987). Helena’s works
executed in Brazil between 1940 and 1941 were showcased as well as some of
Riokai’s. The catalog was presented by Yoshiya Takaoka on the Brazilian side and
Ryōhei Koiso on the Japanese side. Helena worked hard:
All the buyers of Riokai’s works were Japanese; my brother-in-law Luiz do
Rêgo Rangel was an exception. (...) Dr. Suzuki did a lot for the success of the
exhibition by taking me to the chief editors of the main Japanese newspapers and finding buyers to make up for the great expenses I incurred
(Helena, 1969, p. 61).

We also know that Eico Suzuki helped Helena type the manuscripts of My Life
(Minha vida), which would be printed at the Saraiva printing house and published in
1969 under the auspices of her family. In 1966, a year after she had finished writing
her autobiography, Helena died of an undisclosed cause. In the book, this is how she
ended her life story (p. 61):

I withdraw more and more into the divine refuge, which for me is out of
time and which I always love: Art!

For those familiar with Japanese culture, the image of hermits, poets or painters
in their retreats in the mountains or in the fields comes immediately to mind.
HELENA AND RIOKAI BACK IN RECENT EXHIBITIONS:
WESTERN PAINTING INTERPRETED
We propose a different approach to understanding yōga, often regarded as a
mere imitation of Western painting. As art critic Yūsuke Nakahara (1931–2011)
notes, “the transformation of Japanese modern art was not invariably effected by
rejecting and denying the past. It was always built on the affirmation of European art” (2015, p. 19). Nakahara questions the vehement assertion that Japan
would have an open sensibility to welcome foreign cultures, because, if this was
the case, the sensibility of the Japanese themselves would change. This did not
happen “even with the microscopic proximity of European oil painting, the unified
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vision of man and nature was by no means destroyed,” and further “the place of
contemporary Japanese art is the combination of the decomposition of the ego (自
我) and its singular unity with nature” (Ibid., p. 20). Thus, works in the yōga mode
are the outcome of an appropriation of Western technique added to a particularly
Japanese conception of the world: the non-centrality of the subject (non-anthropocentrism) and the relationship human beings establish with one another and
with nature. Therefore, such works cannot be mistaken for those executed by
Westerners, as they emerge from a combination of intercultural elements.
However, Nakahara points out that Japanese art shifts from “description” to “composition,” the latter being a prominent feature in Western works, a mark of a rationalist world view (Ibid., p. 21). It is worth remembering that academic Western
art excelled in the use of perspective—a three-dimensional and anthropocentric
view of the world—, whereas Japanese art emphasized either details, gestures or
multiple points of view on a two-dimensional surface. In this sense, there is a hybridization between the aggregate “composition” of the foreigner and the detailed
“description” of posters, for instance, in Riokai’s case.
Such remarks by the renowned Japanese art critic are also relevant when we
analyze the art of Japanese Brazilian immigrants, who hybridize, in a certain way
and to varying degrees, Japanese sensibility and Western techniques while coexisting in Brazilian lands. In this sense, Brazilian art critic Aracy Amaral, quoting
renowned Mário Pedrosa, makes a similar remark about the fusion of elements
when talking about another artist who lived in Paris at the same time and was
mentioned previously, that is, Tsuguharu Foujita (1886–1968):

[Foujita] knew not to bow down to the fashions of the Paris School and
achieved his peculiar style, smooth, sensitive, perhaps a bit sweet to many,
but which, as Pedrosa says, knew how to find a unique place in modern art:
that of having worked the miracle of “merging water and oil, West and East,
in his making.” (AMARAL, 2008, p. 17).

Japanese Brazilian immigrant artist Tomoo Handa (1906–1996) gives testimony of
his experience:
I wanted to start over against academicism, but I am not going to follow
fauvism. I just want to distance myself from naturalism and give life to feelings. Giving life to feelings is to inject everyday life. Although it is important
to embrace thinking, feeling comes first (Handa, 1935, as cited in TANAKA,
2016, p. 83).
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We believe that “feeling” and “everyday life” are relevant to analyze works of art in
the yōga way, that of Riokai and his colleagues, who would walk around the streets
of Paris to paint scenes in ordinary places that would usually go unnoticed. Their
works do not portray the city space in a way that is true to the eye—which has never been the goal of traditional Japanese art—but rather they evoke a certain feeling.
In their case, a certain lightness, softness, delicacy, and often melancholy.

Fig. 15: Riokai, Office II (Shosai 2 書斎二), 1924, oil on
wood, 24 x 33 cm

Fig. 16: Riokai, Tree Shadows (Ryokuin 緑陰), 1926, oil
on canvas, 61 x 73 cm

Thus, the yōga paintings by Riokai and the Japanese artists who are in a dialog
with him show an art that brings the amalgam of a Japanese sensibility and the
enthusiasm of young people in love with the West, with the new, and with a certain notion of “progress”.
Riokai was above all a landscape painter, but he also painted other genres such as
human figures, still lifes, and flowers. His landscape paintings do not depict bright
bourgeois places, but rather old streets, rundown houses and buildings, small
restaurants, popular store fronts, newsstands, and blight walls. He was interested in expressing the textural quality of dirty, old walls and of posters and street
signs torn by time, elements often found in his compositional style. He worked in
a variety of ways, sometimes scraping paint while it was fresh and mixing hues
with styluses, sometimes thickening colors with wall painting spatulas, sometimes using the blade of a knife or a thin, long brush for details. “As for coloring,
he used only what was necessary, silver white, cadmium yellow, ochre yellow,
cadmium red, Indian red, Veronese green, English green, cobalt blue, cobalt violet,
Sienna earth, peach black, ivory black” (HELENA, 1947, p. 14).
His works can roughly be divided into three major moments: the pieces painted
in Japan before his trip to France; those painted in France during the time he was
with Saeki and his colleagues Yokote, Ogisu, and Yamamoto; and the later ones,
when Riokai was seeking something personal in the company of Helena.

Fig.17: Riokai, Landscape from Where the Church Is
Seen (Kyōkai no mieru fūkei 教会の見える風景), 1928,
oil on canvas, 50 x 61 cm

From his first phase, a period marked by works of an academic and impressionist
nature executed under the guidance of Master Okada, we can highlight Office
(Shosai), 1924 (fig. 15) and Tree Shadows (Ryokuin), 1926 (fig. 16). Office was one
of four paintings in the series depicting the house of Japan Women’s College
founder, Jinzō Naruse, based on observational drawings. Tree Shadows is a reference to the surroundings of the house. Through a friend from Taiwan (Formosa),
a college student, Riokai was given the job to illustrate the magazines published
by the institution in 1923. Once established the bond, that college also published
fragments about Riokai’s life before and after his trip to Paris.
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From his second phase, strongly influenced by Saeki, we highlight Landscape
from Where the Church Is Seen (Kyōkai no mieru fūkei) (Fig. 17) and The Church
of Morin (Moran no kyōkai) (Fig. 18). In the first painting, it is still noticeable a
concern to render the surface in a beautiful and clean way by using controlled and
homogeneous brushstrokes, which must have been a reason for Saeki’s criticism.
The second painting dates back to the time when the Ohashis traveled to Villiers-sur-Morin with Saeki and his colleagues, precisely when Riokai was “confused,” according to Kawasaki (as cited in MUSEUM ASHIYA, 1993, p. 8), struggling
between what he had learned and new possibilities that were emerging.
Fig.18: Riokai, The Church of Morin (Moran no kyōkai
モランの教会), 1928, oil on canvas, 60.2 x 73.2 cm

Fig. 19: Riokai, Red Houses (Akai ie 赤い家), 1929, oil
on canvas, 60.5 x 73.5 cm

We highlight two pieces of the third phase, when Riokai developed his own style,
with a certain contamination from Saeki in urban scenes, but with more docile
brushstrokes and, according to artist Masamitsu Kawabata (as cited in MUSEUM
ASHIYA, p. 92), imbued with a poetic feeling. They are Red Houses (Akai ie), 1929
(Fig. 19), and Old Houses with Posters (Kōkoku no aru furui ie), 1929-33 (Fig. 20).
These are Ohashi’s more mature and confident phases. Despite the strong
strokes, the rounded and tender volumes create a delicate and sensitive atmosphere. The verbal code, a favorite character in his paintings, is present in
most Parisian urban scenes. About Red Houses, art critic Kawasaki (1993, p. 82)
comments that, unlike Saeki’s canvases, one can feel in it the aroma of everyday
life, intimacy. Riokai would have succeeded in harmonizing strong expression and
human warmth.
Portrayed in Old Houses with Posters, these buildings were painted on several
occasions and were Riokai’s favorites. From the name of the restaurant, Pont Marie, we know that it is a place near the bridge over the Seine River that connects
Saint Louis Island to the mainland. The canvas shows the buildings painted in dark
colors with charming colorful posters on the façades under a clear sky that holds
a dialog with the yellowish white strip on the left side.

Fig. 20: Riokai, Old Houses with Posters (Kōkoku no
aru furui ie 広告のある古い家), 1929-33, oil on canvas,
60 x 73.2 cm

In the present exhibition, there are three works that probably refer to Helena: two
watercolors, Helena Reading (Helena lendo) (fig. 21) and Kissing Her Hand (Beijando a mão) (fig. 22), and oil painting Dans le jardin j’ai posé (25) (Fig. 23).
Helena Reading depicts his wife sitting in an armchair on a terrace in a pink dress,
a black dog and plants on the balcony, and a bucolic scene in the background. The
face, the details of which are drawn in pencil, expresses immersion in reading the
letter. Minimal brushstrokes represent light and shadow and the ensuing body
and clothing volume. Also noteworthy are the freehand graphite strokes on the
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Fig. 21: Riokai, Helena Reading (Helena lendo),
1935–1942, watercolor on cardboard, 9.5 x 14 cm

plants with their varying shades of green, a chromatic contrast that highlights
the figure of Helena. Kissing Her Hand (Paris) is a more schematic watercolor,
almost art deco, parts of which are outlined in pencil, but it features a boy with
greenish yellow skin and a thick head of hair (like the painter’s) and a slender girl
with a high nose bridge, pink skin, made-up eyes, and a Chanel hairdo (as Helena
wore at the time). The hand-kissing gesture stands out in an intimate scene that
perhaps alludes to Helena and Riokai himself. Such a gesture, sometimes part of a
marriage proposal, kneeling down on one knee, is alien to the cultural habits of a
Japanese man unless he has lived for some years in Paris. Assuming it was made
for such an occasion, the watercolor would have been painted in 1930, the year
they got engaged.
Dans le jardin j’ai posé (25) (I posed in the garden—25, written on the back)
depicts Helena in the foreground sitting on the grass or on a small stand and
holding a reading object; this time a book. A plant on the left side is rendered in
various shades of green with short brushstrokes and a hat lies beside her on the
grass. In the second plane, there are trees in a darker shade of green and, on the
upper right corner of the background, a building against a blue sky. The geometric
checker in blue and white contrasts with the greenish landscape. Helena has a
slight sweet smile on her face that, in our view, is full of the love and happiness
she talks about in his biography and her autobiography.
However, we know that this happiness would not last long. We highlight
Self-Portrait (Jigazō) (Fig. 24) and Sad Roses (Kanashiii bara) (Fig. 25) from
Riokai’s last output.

Fig. 22: Riokai, Kissing Her Hand (Beijando a mão,
Paris), [undated] (1930), watercolor on cardboard,
14 x 9 cm

In 1943, when the disease invaded his body, Riokai painted several self-portraits,
which was hitherto unusual. Positioned slightly on a diagonal, with his low gaze
to the left side of the canvas, voluminous hair, clenched lips, “a striking resemblance to his sad facial expression... He is wearing his brown leather jacket, his
orange scarf, the ones he wore every day to paint outdoors or to visit his friends”
(HELENA, 1947, p. 15). Riokai has a serene but somewhat melancholic expression.
He also painted flowers, such as the five white, open roses on the right side of
the canvas splayed on an open blue and white porcelain vase, with a bluish green
background and loose brushstrokes that take up half the painting, leaving the
rest of the canvas untouched. About the painting, Helena wrote:

They lose their petals one by one, like the end of a Chopin nocturne... “Oh,
these roses are not well at all,” he told me, “but I have learned a lot...” These
were the last ones he painted in June 1943 (HELENA, 1947, p. 15).
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It is interesting to note a tendency that was already glimmering in the painting
called Strait of Magellan (L’étroit de Magellan) (Fig. 26), 1941, which reveals the
superimposition of traditional Japanese art on Western art he had learned and
developed in France.
One can see here a hybrid of the traditional Japanese painting brushstroke and
gestures in the style Riokai had hitherto developed. As Helena also says, this is a
simple procedure, but one that requires a steady hand and a powerful technique,
very like that of a suibokuga artist—traditional monochromatic painting using
washi paper, sumi ink, and fude brush—or of shodō, calligraphy that uses the
same materials. The way his works are done include a dance gesturing made by
the brush that is intensely present.

Fig. 23: Riokai, Dans le jardin j’ai posé (25), [undated]
(1928–1930), oil on canvas board, 44.5 x 36.5 cm

We believe that the same can be said of Helena’s works: faithful to her love of art
(in her view, the pictorial expression of urban or rural nature subject matter, still
lifes, flowers, portraits, and, in her final phase, mythological scenes, mainly using
oil paints, or watercolors and gouaches), she did paintings that bypass Brazilian
modernism or European and even Japanese -isms and connect to the tradition
learned from her father, although in a much lower key, without his grandiose epic
subjects and the gravity of his palette. Just as Riokai did not integrate with the
artistic mainstream in his country, Helena’s artistic practice in Mogi Mirim and
Campinas enjoyed limited visibility.
In 1955, on the occasion of the exhibition of Tadashi Kaminagai (Hiroshima 1899–
Paris 1982) in the hall of the Municipal Theater of Campinas, Helena, displeased
with the lack of publicity on the newspapers and poor appearance of visitors, decided to write an article which she strove to publish (“Painter Kaminagai told me
that my article was the best thing he took from Campinas in 1955,” p. 53). Having
stayed in Brazil from 1941 to 1955 fleeing the Pacific War and World War II, Kaminagai received his education in France from 1927 onwards. He eventually returned
to that country in permanent exile.

Fig. 24: Riokai, Self-Portrait (Jigazō 自画像), 1943, oil
on canvas board, 46 x 38 cm

Helena is sensitive to Kaminagai’s works, as young Mori was to hers, which can
be explained by a je ne sais quoi that yōga painting translates into the expression
of an oil paint on canvas. If we remember Helena’s connection with Jorge Mori in
1949, when she had just returned from Japan and his long stay in Paris, and look
at two of his urban paintings (Anhangabaú Street Corner [Esquina do Anhangabaú]
and Paris Wall–from the Window of André Lhote’s Studio [Muro de Paris – da
janela do ateliê de André Lhote], both dated 1952, in: AMARAL, 2008, p. 162–163),
we might delve into this tenuous line of expression delivered by the oil paint,
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which brought with it a particular mode of veristic representation. Mori returned
to Brazil in 1979 and died here in 2018, having also remained on the fringes of
fashionable movements in painting.

Fig. 25: Riokai, Sad Roses (Kanashii bara 悲しい薔薇),
1943, oil on canvas board, 30 x 40 cm

Fig. 26: Riokai, Strait of Magellan (L’Étroit de Magellan), 1941, oil on canvas, no dimensions recorded

Helena’s poetics shows—as in her still lifes with their very singular choice of elements—an amalgam of feminine objects, shawls with Japanese or French rococo
motifs amid French knick-knack and perfume, red or black lacquer boxes, music
boxes, on lace or floral cloths, and delicate feminine toiletry. Even comparing such
paintings with a 1963 rose vase canvas, the association between them is noticeable: a lace ghost, uncertain centralization, fleeting lines of composition, blurred
boundaries. The Gifts (Omiyage) painting (Fig. 28), dated ca. 1932 according to
the Ashiya Museum6, is already signed “H Pereira da Silva Ohashi”, which points
to its having been done after her marriage in 1933. In any case, one can see that
the canvas embodies her romance with Riokai, expressed in the porcelain pieces
delineated with agile, delicate, expressive, and lively brushstrokes. On the fan, a
couple of aristocrats, probably old time French nobles, in outdoor amusements
completes an idyllic idea of marriage. However, a red lacquer box with geometric
motifs present a somewhat stereotypical Orientalizing image, Chinese in this
case, although it creates compositional balance.

Helena describes his painting process: very thick,
smooth, silky watercolor or drawing paper, sometimes
absorbent cardboard; he paints on it with agility and
enthusiasm (...) he allows himself to work on the paper
with oil colors mixed with essences, thus promptly
obtaining a strong, consistent painting that is as bright
and fresh as oil painting. (Helena, 1947, p. 15)

Already settled in Ashiya, Japan, Helena and Riokai took trips and hikes to paint
temples, castles, and famous sights in their surroundings. They visited Nara
countless times and this city was the subject of many paintings; not only its temples and shrines, but also its huge park, gentle mountains, festivities to appreciate spring flowers, and autumn leaves.

Fig. 27: Helena, Gifts (Omiyage おみやげ), [undated]
(ca. 1932?), oil on canvas, 60.8 x 72.4 cm

In Nara, the Kasuga Grand Shrine (Kasuga taisha 春日大社), a UNESCO world
heritage site founded in 768, is the venue for one of the largest annual Shinto
festivals along with the Aoi (Aoi matsuri 葵祭) and the Kamo Shrine (Kamo-no
jinja 鴨神社), both in Kyoto, which Helena certainly attended. Perhaps influenced
by the many walks she had taken with Riokai, Helena also set about depicting
famous sites, such as the one in the painting titled Nara (Fig. 28). It is a complex
of twenty-two shrines inside the city famous deer park. In the foreground, Helena
painted a procession of stone lanterns (there are over three thousand of those
in total) leading to the Heiden and Naokaiden buildings towards the main shrine.
There are three portals: Naishimon 内侍門, Seijōmon 清浄門, and Keigamon 慶賀
門. The first is the one she chose, a Portal that is not used for visitor access. This
may explain the low traffic there. The white building on the right is the Sakadono
酒殿, where performances of the sake ritual used to take place as an offering to
the gods until the 17th century (Fig. 28).
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The perspective in this painting follows the Western canon, as lanterns and lines
of the white building direct the eye to the Naishi Gate, emphasized by the characteristic colors of Shinto buildings. Thinning trees and an incipient coloration in the
mountain vegetation indicate the beginning of autumn.
The work of Madame Helena in Japanese department stores will also include a
trade in dolls and knick-knacks, fabrics, lace, tapestries, and various gifts. This attested to the Japanese curiosity about imported items, which eventually become
a painting motif for her.
Fig. 28. Helena, Nara, [undated] (ca. 1935?), oil on
canvas, 50 x 60 cm

Especially in the flower paintings, one can notice the deep impact of the painting hikes
that Helena, Riokai and friends took to paint in the surroundings of the famous Ashiya
or in well-known places where cherry and plum trees were appreciated. When referring to the period from 1934 to 1947, Helena wrote in her autobiography:

(...) It was ecstatic when I saw the cherry blossoms; I am immensely grateful
to Japan for offering me this emotion of beauty for my art, for my life. Love
would also be a rare and wonderful gift from Japan... We started going out
with our paint boxes. Inogashira Park was not far from home, we would go
there on the deserted days of the week for long walks along the trails, by
the big lake, where the cherry blossoms were scattered... (p. 24).
Riokai knew that flowers were my passion; one spring, he managed to
show me a carpet of tulips in the brightest colors; I made a few canvases
depicting these unheard-of models, as well as hyacinths with their scented and frizzy little leaves (p. 26).

Fig. 29: Helena, Cherry Trees and Woman in Kimono
(Cerejeiras e mulher de quimono), 1947, oil on canvas
board, 58 x 68 cm

I was introduced to the Commander-in-Chief of the Kobe troops, Mr.
Kutcheon, who liked painting and bought several of my flower canvases,
which helped pay my bills for another two years. He also arranged for
me to exhibit my paintings in Yokohama at the grand hotel, but none was
sold. (p. 42).

Fig. 30: Helena, Cherry Trees (Cerejeiras), [undated]
(1934–1948), oil on canvas board, 35 x 45 cm

The Museum has it as painted in 1932 because
a similar canvas was found in an issue of Vanitas
magazine (Rio de Janeiro) of that year. Helena may
have signed the work later, after her marriage, or
made another version of it.

6

Until the 8th century, the most appreciated flowers, symbols that change with the
ages, were the plum flowers, thus justifying the long trips aristocrats from Yamato took to contemplate them. In the Heian period (794–1185), cherry trees symbolized spring and all that is associated with it (budding love, freshness of new
leaves, rebirth from the ashes); thereafter, flower became synonymous with cherry, from pale pinks to the intense pinks of wild mountains, where the wind blows
the petals off the blossoms. Cherry trees can look, as they did to a depressed
writer such as Ryūnosuke Akutagawa (1892–1927), like a succession of discolored
rags crumbling along the Sumida River. They can also symbolize fragile, wiped-out
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lives of soldiers in squalid suicide planes. In contemporary Japan, a breather for
wage earners to get drunk and recite poems to the delicate, powerless petals in
the night breezes (or to drunkenly exchange curse words with one another).

Fig. 31: Helena, Yoshino Cherry Trees (Cerejeiras de
Yoshino) [undated] (1934–1948), oil on canvas board,
35 x 45 cm

Fig. 32: Helena, Pink Cherry Trees (Cerejeiras rosas),
[undated] (1934–1948), oil on canvas board, 50 x 60 cm

In the West, flowers became a central and independent subject with the Dutch
from the 17th century on, and museums house innumerable masterpieces from
different centuries, cultures, and styles (lyrical, realistic, symbolic, decorative,
scientific, impressionist, expressionist, deformed, pop, as a sign, for advertisement). So many flowers and so diverse. For Helena, approaching the subject was
certainly not difficult at all. A painter and a flower lover, Helena sought to express
delicacy, hue richness, surface and plane subtlety, conversations among different
species, matter and space sharing, three-dimensional occupation in focus and
blur, a dialog between nature (flower, stem, leaf) and industry (parasol, fabric, and
basket) as we can see in the 1930 canvas painted in Paris and today at the Ashiya
Museum (Fig. 33 A): a traditional wicker basket filled with wild flowers, lilies,
daisies, madibas, chrysanthemums, and blue cornflowers in shades of white, pink,
violet, yellow, orange, and red in harmonic profusion. In the current show at Arte
132 Gallery, there is one piece (Fig. 33 B) in which a lush wicker basket displays
chrysanthemums of various species, small and large, centrifugal and centripetal,
dense and ethereal, in full ripeness of pinks, whites, oranges, reds, and crimsons
with light touches of yellow offered to contemplation. With more than one hundred species and eight hundred varieties, chrysanthemums were already cultivated in China 2,500 years ago. They landed in Japan in the 400s and have always
been present in floral arrangements and on the seal of the Imperial House. Helena
included from the most exuberant Korean and Japanese specimens to the simple
chrysanthemum-marguerites.
Making an analysis of Helena’s flower pictorial output, perhaps those painted in
France show more analytical and encyclopedic focus and a centralized composition, such as those seen here, whereas the canvases from the Japanese period are
more prone to depict a subjective immersion in the environment and a decentralized drawing axis.

Fig. 33 A: Helena, Flower Basket (Kago no hana 籠の花),
1930, oil on canvas, 80 x 100 cm

Helena’s art of painting evolved toward greater lightness, found in the small
domestic things, like the interior of her own dwelling, arrangements of objects,
observational figures:

(....) We had remodeled the second floor of our little house into a studio (...).
From our little balcony, we could see the beautiful trees in our garden; when
Riokai did not go out to work, we painted in our studio (Helena, 1969, p. 27).
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Fig. 33 B: Helena, Basket of Chrysanthemums (Cesto
de crisântemos), [undated] (1934–1942), oil on canvas,
80 x 100 cm

Fig. 34: Helena, Violets
(Violetas), [undated]
(1951–1961),
watercolor on
cardboard, 13.5 x 8.5 cm

Fig. 35: Helena, Red
Rose (Rosa vermelha),
[undated] (1951–1961),
watercolor on
cardboard, 13 x 8.5 cm

Helena and Riokai enjoyed painting on site. They would portray the places they
discovered and that seemed special to them in a half-walk and half-work routine, or
the surroundings of their home with constructed scenes, or they painted portraits
of each other or of the sister-in-law, who was very present in their lives, or self-portraits (mainly Helena until the end of her life, as in Self-Portrait with a Cat [Autorretrato com gato] of 1965, or her sketches in oily pastel like the one of 1962 displayed
in this Exhibition), postcards to friends (a national fad in Japan for special occasions
such as New Year’s), private invitations for celebrations (weddings, musical gatherings, poetic meetings, memorial dinners). They painted what they saw and sensed,
lighter and faster depictions in watercolor than with oil paints, looser on paper than
on canvas. Yet, all this did not prevent them from affording a glimpse of other more
avant-garde styles or moving at the whim of fads. Both Helena and Riokai remained
faithful to their expression of a personal lexicon through painting. It is worth noting
the historical value of Helena’s writing, her husband’s biography, her own autobiography, notes to friends, writing perhaps yet to be discovered. Paying no heed to
the market logic, Helena continued to draw and paint, motivated by the inescapable
need to express herself, as was the practice of the poet-painters of the past in China
and Japan, driven by human values, ethics, and worldview.
As a part of her daily life, Helena kept on drawing, painting, and writing even in
the difficult moments following her definitive return to Brazil, like the small treats
she created for her friends. They were an expression of care and lyricism without which her days would certainly have been more distressing. An apparently
“lesser” practice (“I am a lesser poet, forgive me!”, whispers Manuel Bandeira in his
major poem), the small-sized watercolors translate her sixteen-year experience in
Japan and make her resemble Zen-Buddhist monks in brief notes on moments of
minimal enlightenment in ordinary days.
In Violets (Violetas) (Fig. 34), a fortuitous inscription, perishable and full of tenderness, reads:
When are you coming?
I embrace you with longing
and wait for your dear letter

In Red Rose (Rosa vermelha) (Fig. 35), there is a text in French that resembles a
poem, perhaps by Charles Baudelaire from The Flowers of Evil, but we were not
able to locate it. We hypothesize that, perhaps, in “La couleur de la rose était um
gouffre d’or” (“And the color of the rose was an abyss of gold”), the gouffre d’or
(abyss of gold) could be a pun on rose d’or, the L. D. Braithwaite English rose variety like the one she depicted.
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Et le couleur de la rose était un gouffre d’or
(…)
Do you remember?

The pure poetry of everyday life when expressing gratitude to a friend, such as
the one we see in one of her watercolors of a white rose in sparing brushstrokes
with a text on the back, definitely gives us food for thought (Fig. 36).
Just like cherry trees, pine trees are highly prized in Japan, and Helena was
inclined to paint them (Fig. 37), showing much appreciation for her companion’s
opinion, as we can read here: “Matsu que j’ai fait au Japon / Ashiya / Riokai a
trouvé bien” [Pine tree that I did in Japan / Ashiya / Riokai thought well done].
Characteristics of “well done,” according to Riokai, mean non-centralization of the
motif in the pictorial space, surface left untouched by paints and strokes, lowkey
colors, a certain unfinished blurring at the edges.

Fig. 36: Helena, Rose (Rosa) (Love from Helena), 1955,
watercolor on cardboard, 14.5 x 10 cm

Campinas 8-11-58. I return happily from the post
office bringing with me the two books you sent
me, “Au/ceu? page” (página de Au/ceu?” and “The
Conquest of Plassaus.” Enclosed you find this rose to
thank you, nothing can give me more pleasure than
good books. I just had to post you a letter anyway.
Yesterday I received the news that Riokai’s father had
died at the age of 88! At least he took his time in this
world. The wife of that writer who translated Riokai’s
book also passed away leaving three children, nobody
is guaranteed against the unknown beyond.

The Vase and Flowers (Vaso e flores) painting (Fig. 38) is curious, especially for its
subtlety in playing with a making that is academic in form and displaced in content. If flowers are the essence of life in their full bloom, and also beautiful in bud
form, they are ignored and discarded without a second thought when they wilt.
A vase of the purest blue glaze, the making of which certainly required pottery
and porcelain workers to be trained for many years, reflects an absent window
with realistic accuracy and dominates the composition with texture contrast,
brightness, color, touch, and presence. The reason why Helena chose exactly this
seemingly awkward composition, with a vase out of proportion in the rectangle of
her universe and half wilted, broken-stemmed chrysanthemums of different varieties and colors, seems to be directly related with her life. The chrysanthemum,
an imperial symbol, was brought to Japan in the 400s by Buddhist monks and is
considered sacred, since it looked like the perfect sun smile (the Japanese variety
has a golden core and just few white petals, like those lying in the foreground of
the painting, resembling the sun and its rays). We can interpret this painting as
a preamble to Helena’s life thereafter, as she would live seventeen long years in
Japan and the painting materializes in the present time the remembrances that
seem to be on the verge of extinction, like chrysanthemums.
A canvas signed “H Ohashi / Japan 1942” (Fig. 39) was done during the war when,
unable to move around freely, the Ohashis devoted themselves to painting nearby
landscapes, their garden, their own house, one another. It shows a very busy composition with elements arranged with enigmatic symbolism. A dingy wooden chair
with a straw seat contrasts with another one, a luxurious upholstered armchair
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with a Louis XV style arm pad, certainly French; between them, a purposefully
placed vase, perhaps blue and white glaze porcelain with plump flowers—yellow
chrysanthemums; red, yellow, and white roses are in the foreground. These three
elements are characters that are in a dialog with us and with their surroundings,
which comprises a cabinet of curiosities (perhaps the objects Helena imported
from France for her customers), the red lacquer box we have already seen in a
different painting, a large blue and white porcelain dish with colorful inside, a
second vase with flowers and, beyond the curtained window, a luminous view
that penetrates the room with warm intimacy. Let us not forget that chairs were
not common in Japan until the 1960s, when they were introduced first in large
corporations and in Western-style houses or rooms.
Fig. 37: Helena, Pine trees (Matsu 松), [undated]
(1934–1941), oil on canvas board, 26 x 16 cm

Fig. 38: Helena, Vase and Flowers (Vaso e flores),
[undated] (painted in Paris, 1925–1930), oil on
canvas, 53 x 65.5 cm

However, in the end of her life in her “divine refuge” in the city of Campinas,
Helena also devoted herself to painting mythological scenes taken from Homer’s
Odyssey—Calypso, Narcissus, nymphs fleeing satyrs and fauns to the sound of
flutes and tambourines (p. 60)—until she regained her will to display her works in
a professional exhibition again. In 1963, she worked to put together the exhibition
Paintings by Helena P. Silva Ohashi, open from September 4 to 20 at the University of Campinas Science Center. It showcased 6 pieces from Paris, 9 from Japan,
19 from the Brazil series, and 9 on classical subjects. The exhibition garnered
some attention—Helena kept clippings from the Campinas newspapers Correio
Popular of July 4 and 7, September 13, and August 23, 1963, which read, “A GREAT
PAINTER (...) She freed herself from the classics, but did not adhere to modern or
abstract art. (...);” Diário do Povo, September 4, 5, 7, and 14:

FORWARD-THINKING PAINTER EXHIBITION OPENS TODAY
(...) This exhibition and Helena Pereira Silva Ohashi’s patient and purposeful
work aim to offer all who come near them a new way of looking at life: new
emotions and mainly the desire to create something that is worthy of the intelligence and humanness we still have left, and which can be photographed.

And so, nostalgic for Paris in her refuge in Campinas, Helena gained a little visibility,
as stated in a clipping from Correio Popular of June 4, 1965, which she treasured:

EXHIBITION IN HONOR OF PAINTER RIOKAI OHASHI [PHOTO of Himeji
Castle]: held on 06/10–12 at Brazil-Japan Cultural Center), at Rua Sao
Joaquim 381
(...) Riokai Ohashi was a painter and poet. A man who understood the sun,
light, shadow, flowers, and the language of time that passed over flowers
and the language of time that passed over things. (...)

Fig. 39: Helena, Interior with Chairs (Interior com
cadeiras), 1942, oil on canvas board, 17 x 20.8 cm
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And, indeed, time passes... and passes...

My thoughts and my art are my fortress.
(HELENA, 1969, p. 61)

Fig. 40: Helena, Portrait of Riokai (Retrato de
Riokai),1944, oil on canvas, 52.5 x 45 cm

Fig. 41: Helena, Self-Portrait (Autorretrato), ca. 1945,
oil on canvas, 45.5 x 53 cm
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Translation from Portuguese:
Marisa Shirasuna e Sieni Campos.
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